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Presidential search commences
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Atchley successor to be named by early 1995

CHANG

Roads, rendvi
still in pre

CHRISTOPHET S. SHULTZ
P a c i f i c a n s t a f f writer
The University of the Pacific's
Board of Regents has approved a plan to
begin a search to replace retiring UOP
President Bill L. Atchley.
A successful search would be
looked upon favorably by the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges
(WASC) when they return to review
UOP's accreditation status this fall, UOP
officials said.
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"We are going to engage a search
firm to help us in the search, but we will
also call upon the campus community
to help us search out people who might
not normally express an interest," he
said.
The Presidential Search Commit
tee is comprised of 17 members, includ
ing five regents, five faculty members
and four deans. Monagan will chair the
search committee.
see Search, page 6

Hazardous trees cut down
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Screening of candidates' applica
tions will begin on Oct. 1. Several can
didates will visit the campus in late No
vember and early December for inter
views and sessions with the campus
community. The Board of Regents plan
to name a new president by early 1995.
"We've taken on a brief time line
for this," said Regents chair Bob
Monagan. "We are hoping to have
somebody selected by January or Feb
ruary."

Baxter Way to become
a park-like setting
with trees, walkway

BARBARA PARRISH
Pacifican staff writer
Twenty large eucalyptus trees have
been ait down to make way for Baxter
Lawn.
The trees, located in the median
strip on Baxter Way, were removed Aug.
22 due to the potential hazard to prop
erty and pedestrians.
"There was a potential for a real
problem. The possibility of limbs falling
onto property could result in lawsuits,"
University spokesman Doyle Minden
told The Record of Stockton.
Minden added that "trimming the
trees was insufficient to ensure safety."
Russell Rumble, a certified arborist,
estimates the trees were brought in from
Australia about 70 years ago. The trees
exhibit inherently weak limb structures
due to shock suffered during a severe
frost in December 1991, Rumble wrote
in his evaluation.
After a 1992 evaluation, Baxter
Way was closed to through traffic until
the Board of Regents gave approval to
cut down the trees. Initially, the Board
felt that less traffic and trimming the
trees would solve the problem. However,
due to recent limb failures, the decision
to cut the trees was put into effect im
mediately.

I tie eucalyptus trees along Baxter Way were removed to avert potential safety hazards due to weak
limbs. The street will soon be replaced with a park-like setting. Photo by Alexandra Garschagen.

In a letter to the University Com
munity, President Atchley wrote, "These
decisions are never easy to make when
so much tradition is involved. However,
safety of our people must come first."
"There is always somebody that is
going to say something about the trees
being cut down," Atchley said regard
ing the people who are upset about the
loss of the trees. "They're looking at the
emotional point-of-view. I'm looking at
the safety point-of-view."
Physical Plant Director Joe Kirim
estimates the Baxter Lawn project will
be completed in approximately five
weeks. The park-like setting will contain
shade trees, flower gardens, grass and
benches for sitting.

New year, new
staff, new look
Pacifican receives facelift
The Pacifican looks forward to
1994-95 with a new size, a new design
and a new staff.
The size of the paper has changed
in response to readers' input. This
smaller size will allow readers to more
easily read the paper in The Summit, the
dining halls, on a park bench or in the
back of class.
"The Pacifican has always been the
see Pacifican, page 6
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Progress made in campus renovations
KRISTIN M. KRAEMER
Pacifican staff writer

In

Brief

Professor receives grant

Thuan Van Nguyen received a
$21,954 grant from the National Science
Foundation. Nguyen is an electrical en
gineering professor in UOP's School of
Engineering. He is using the award to
help engineering, mathematics and
physics students speed their calculations
via computerized public domain soft
ware. The School of Engineering will
match the grant to bring the computer
lab's equipment up to 18 Macintosh and
IBM computers with software.

Ed Kin ley resigns

Ed Kinley resigned in August from
Systems Computing Technology Corp.
and UOP to become the director of com
puting services at Eastern New Mexico
University in Portales, New Mexico.
Kinley came to UOP in Nov. 1992 to
serve as the director of computing ser
vices for SCT. Jack Rust will serve as the
interim director while the university
looks for a permanent replacement. Rust
helped set up the university computer
systems' governance structure in 1992.

Library board opening

Associates of UOP Libraries Board
of Directors are seeking a full-time stu
dent to be a representative to the board.
Members of UOP Library Associates
Board represent a broad spectrum of
business, academic and philanthropic
resources. Their main focus and func
tion is to generate resources for contin
ued betterment of UOP libraries. Meet
ings are held the third Tuesday of each
month in the main library's Elliott Tay
lor Conference Room at 3 p.m. Appli
cations are available in Dean Jean
Purnell's office, room 433 in the main
librarv.

Women's Center training

The Women's Center of San
Joaquin County will begin training ses
sions for prospective crisis intervention
counselors. Training sessions will be
held at the Women's Center, 620 North
San Joaquin St., in Stockton. All train
ing sessions will cover the topics of
sexual assault and domestic violence.
T raining in these topics and volunteer
experience is a prerequisite for possible
future employment at the Women's
Center. An orientation session will be
held on Sept. 21 from 6-7:30 p.m. at the
Women's Center. For session times and
dates, or to sign up, call 941-2611.

Just when you finally mastered the
art of maneuvering your car around the
UOP streets' infamous potholes, driving
has been made easier.
Campus-wide improvements and
renovations have been made during the
last six months, and repaving of the
campus roadways was just a part of the
long list of changes.
"This is the most improvement
I've seen in a five-year period of time,"
said Physical Plant Director Joe Kirim.
"There has been an incredible amount
of stuff being done that sometimes
people don't see or appreciate."
CEFA funds (bond monies from
consolidated loans) financed the reno
vations. Buildings have been painted,
floors have been carpeted, lighting has
been installed, streets and parking lots
have been resurfaced and classrooms
have been restored.
"We really have done some posi
tive things which I'm really pleased
with," said UOP President Bill Atchley.
Projects completed include: light
ing in the library; carpeting in residence
halls; a complete renovation of John
and Jessie Ballantyne including bath
rooms, new floors, paint, carpet, light
ing; lighting in Grace Covell and South/
West; roof repairs in Grace Covell, Phar
macy, Chemistry and Wendell Phillips
Center; new gutters on many buildings;
exterior painting in Knoles, Bannister,
Weber and Owen halls; renovation of
the Communicative Disorders Depart
ment, adding five offices in the attic and
remodeling offices on the first floor into
observation rooms.
Additional funds have been
granted by the Urban Foundation total
ing $500,000. This money will be uti
lized to change the carpeting, furniture,
paint and lighting in the Classroom
Building. The allocation also will be used
for an upgrading of the biology depart
ment, including classrooms and labora
tories.
Campus roadways, including
Stagg Way, Chapel Lane, Sorority Circle,
Fraternity Circle, Presidents Drive, Pa
cific Circle, Larry Heller Drive and Cam
pus Way, were repaved over the sum
mer. Parking Lot 3 at Zuckerman Field
was paved and striped for the first time,

Setting It Straight
We want to make sure the stories in this
newspaper are correct. If an error has
been made, please contact us.
If you have additional comments, con
cerns or questions about the content of
the paper, contact Editor-in-Chief Chris
topher S. Shultz or Managing Editor
Rebecca Nelson at 946-2115.

and the basketball court to the south of
the main gymnasium was refinished.
Sidewalks around Knoles Lawn and
next to the Human Resources were re
done.
The closing of Campus Way and
the opening of Stagg Way are part of a
long-term project to secure the campus
from heavy traffic.
"It's a beautiful campus. Why not
make it a walking campus?" Atchley
said.
After the repaving and closure of
Campus Way, officials have decided to
tear up the street between Chapel Lane
and the southern end of Anderson Hall
to prepare for a park-like setting with
grass, trees, benches and walkways.
Kirim said the street was only repaved with one-half inch of asphalt to

cover the potholes for insurance pur
poses. Streets are regularly repaved
with seven inches of asphalt.
"Originally we didn't know we
were going to have money to do those
two (Baxter Way and Campus Way),"
Atchley said in response to why the
street is being torn up after it was just
repaved.
Atchley wanted the two park
projects to be completed before school
started, but he said, "I won't do any
thing unless the money is available."
However, don't plan on smelling
the roses in the new Campus Way lawn
so soon.
"It's still going to be another
three to four months before I can get
to it anyway," Kirim said. "The amount
of time we can spend on projects be
comes limited" when school resumes.
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"Simplify, simplify"
Henry David Thoreau
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Parking: More money, fewer spaces
B A R B A R A PARRISH
PARRKH
^
... .
BARBARA
Campus Way between the library and
Pacifican staff writer
Anderson Hall.
University of the Pacific admin
In a letter to the campus commu
istration raised parking fees to $75 for
nity, Atchley compared the new $75 fee
the 1994-95 academic year, citing the
at UOP to Sacramento State ($126), UC
costs of deferred maintenance and the
Santa Barbara ($132), University of San
high parking fees at California's state
Francisco ($316) and UC Berkeley
colleges.
($736).
The increasedincome will be used
However, when UOP is compared
to make debt service payments, main
to seven other schools which Atchley
tain the existing parking and provide
cites in the "eight quality four-year pri
adequate safety on campus, said Presi
vate^' colleges in California, UOP's new
dent Bill Atchley.
parking fee ranks higher than six of the
Additionally, students returning to
seven schools. Only the University of
campus found the number of spaces
Southern California, which charges
substantially decreased by theclosing of
$586 per year, is higher.

Campus Crime Report
.

^

August 30 - September 5
.
Assault

~

parked In Lot #6 by the Quads. The
tire and wheel are valued at $150
A man's 21-speed Trek bicycle
valued at $350, was taken from the
area of the Bake Shopin the Quads on
Thursday, Sept. 1between 9 a.m. and
1 p.m.
Another bike was stolen on Sept
1 between 9:15 and 9:28 p.m. The
man's Murray mountain bike was
taken from Ritter House.
2'a man's 10-speed red
°"
$chwinn bike was taken from the east
side of Carter House.

ofothersbUt

Robbery

Accident

m °^riday' Sept. 2 at 12:12 am.,
three UOP students were the victims
of an armed robbery that occurred in

University of Redlands and Occi
dental college provide free parking for
their students. Mills College charges
only $9 per year. Pomona ($30), Santa
Clara ($40) and Stanford ($53) all have
fees comparable to the old UOP fee.
Students have reacted to the
higher fees and fewer parking spaces in
a variety of ways.
Sophomore Ann-Marie Cook asks,
"Why are there more fees when there is
less parking?"
Adrian Zumbado, who does not
have a car on campus, says, "If the

money goes for something worthwhile,
then the fee raise will be all right."
Senior Donna Flores expressed her
displeasure with a simple thumbs down!
sign.
The $ 75 parking fee applies to all
"A" parking lots, which include most
lots within convenient walking distance
of the campus. "B" permit lots (lots 1, 3
and 13) cost only $15 per year, up from
$10. Permits can be purchased from the
cashier in the Finance Center. Public
safety will begin issuing citations to cars
without parking stickers on Sept. 12.

ARCHANIA:
Teeter
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Drive near Campus Way. A witness
happened by and the victim was able
to run away. The suspects then left
the area.

Tampering with fire alarm
On Tuesday, Aug. 30 at 1:03a.m.,
the hre alarm system in Grace Covell
Hah was maliciously set off. The mat
ter JS still under investigation. Tamper
ing with fire alarm systems isnot only
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rortopassf named to Board of Regents
BARBARA PARRISH

Pacifican s t a f f w r i t e r
The newest member of the Univer
sity of the Pacific's Board of Regents is
roan DeCarli Cortopassi, a 1958alumna.
Cortopassi has been involved in
several UOP projects including Univer
sity College - UOP's adult education pro

gram - and fund raising for the current
capital campaign to raise $70 million
for the University.
She would like UOP "to become
the best university on the West Coast."
This will require cooperation within the
University to increase the satisfaction
of students, teachers and board mem

PAGE 5

bers. Cortopassi views her position on
the board as an opportunity to learn and
grow in an institution that she believes
in.
Aside from her work at UOP,
Cortopassi serves on the boards of the
Stockton-based Pacific Italian Alliance
and Lilliput Children'sServices, an adop
tion agency for children in San Joaquin
County. Stockton civic organizations,

the fa
tie
Call 1-800-262-8282 and find out where to buy one.

©'994 Samsonite Corp

By Samsonite.

such as the PTA and 4-H, have benefited
from her volunteerism. Cortopassi also
helped raise $100,000 for the Women's
Center of San Joaquin County.
Cortopassi, a Stockton native, is
married to Dino Cortopassi, the founder
and chief executive officer of the San
Tomo Group.
They have four children and seven
grandchildren.
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Search

continued from page 1

Jed Scully, a McGeorge School of
Law professor and immediate past chair
of the academic council, will serve as
vice chair.
WASC will return to UOP in Octo
ber to review the university's progress
on the finance, planning and gover
nance deficiencies noted in the team's
1991 visit. During that visit, WASC de
ferred re-affirmation of UOP's accredi
tation until the three problems were rec
tified.
Executive Vice President Joe
Subbiondo serves as the University's li
aison to WASC. He has expressed opti
mism that WASC may consider a suc
cessful presidential search significant in
remedying continuing problems with
governance.
"We are looking for successes in
governance, and the presidential search
gives us an excellent demonstration of
that. On the contrary, if the presidential
search is not bought into by the cam
pus, WASC would have a serious issue
with us."
Board member Dr. Dale Redig, who
was removed from the chairmanship of
the Board of Regents last May, praised
the make-up of the committee. "It is a
representative committee of faculty. The
selection was made by the faculty and
that is a very positive step. The Regents'
appointments range from generally ac
ceptable to very good."
After the first meeting, Monagan
said, "The committee is an excellent
cross-section of the campus community.
They are very dedicated people."
Regents Hilda Yao, David Gerber,
John Corson and Carter Brown will
serve as Regents' representatives on the
committee.
The Academic Council elected pro
fessors Scully, Fred Muskal from the
School of Education, Roland diFranco
from the mathematics department,
Heather Mayne from the English depart
ment and Herb Reinelt from the philoso
phy department to serve on the com
mittee.
Deans Art Dugoni of the Dental
School and Gerald Caplan of McGeorge
School of Law were named to the com
mittee by the Regents. Deans Don Sorby
of the Pharmacy School and Bob
Benedetti of the College (COP) were
elected by the deans council.
Also named to the committee were
Dianne Philibosian of the Alumni Asso
ciation, Linda Welin of the staff council
and student Michelle Pak. Ex-officio
mer. hers include Lee Fennell, acting
vice
sident for academic affairs, who
will serve as executive secretary to the
committee, and Sandy Rux, who will
serve as administrative secretary.
"If we keep going on the path that
was set at the (Aug. 24) meeting, than I
think we are all pretty optimistic,"
Muskal said.

Pacifican

continued from page 1

#1 source for information on campus,"
said Chris Shultz, a political science
major and new editor-in-chief of the
paper. "This year we hope to broaden
our coverage even more and cover those

stories with the greatest impact on stu
dents, faculty and staff."
"We are looking for students from
different backgrounds - not just com
munication majors- to help us describe
what's really happening on campus."
Writers and photographersare still
needed. Shultz encourages students in
terested in writing for the paper to drop
by the office and talk to the staff.

FREE
DEAL

>

With the new year comes a re
newed emphasis on accurate, timely and
comprehensive reporting. The goal f0r
the year is to provide an accurate record
of the events that transpire and leave a
lasting impression of student life during
the 1994-95 academic year. Students are
urged to contact the news editor with
the details of any event The Pacifican
should cover.
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OPINION
presidential search commended
The members have been chosen,
the committee has met and we sense
that the majority of the campus com
munity supports the presidential search

search was adopted by the Regents with
only slight modifications.
The plan allows faculty, deans, stu
dents and others to select their own rep
resentatives to the presidential search
process.
committee. Past searches were con
A successful search should be help
ducted by a few select individuals handful when the Western Association of
picked by the Regents.
Schools and Colleges (the university's
The work of the committee willbe
accrediting body) returns this fall to re
vitally important. The committee will
view UOP's progress in several areas.
review applications,
One of the areas under
———
screen candidates
review is governance,
or how decisions are The process that has been and invite a select
few to visit campus.
made. A successful
devised to search for and
The campus
search might demon
select
the
next
president
is
a
community
will be
strate that UOP can ex
able
to
meet
with
ercise shared gover watershed in shared decision
the
candidates,
ask
nance.
making at UOP.
questions, and give
Bob Monagan,
input to the com
the chairman of the
mittee as to suitability of the candidates
Board of Regents,
made a smart move this summer. He
for the job.
The presidential search committee
took many of the people who might
will then recommend a very few quali
criticize the presidential search process
fied candidates to the Board of Regents,
-outspoken faculty and students among
possibly in ranked order.
them - and asked them to develop a
The process that has been devised
plan to conduct a presidential search.
to search for and select the next presi
Monagan, himself the victim of a
dent is a watershed in shared decision
poorly-conducted presidential searchin
making at UOP. If successful, the search
the 1970's, remains as savvy a politician
will yield the best possible candidates to
as when he led the California legislature
lead UOP into the 21st century and will
for so many years.
be a giant step towards building shared
The plan that came out of the com
mittee to prepare for the presidential
governance at UOP.
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Give Us Your Voice

In our Opinion

by Jason Lauborough, Opinion Editor

Welcome back from what was surely a wonderful summer. And as you get back
into your school routine, we hope that The Pacifican willbe part of it. Whether you
are an entering freshman or a seasoned veteran, we will continue to work to im
prove your paper.
The key word in that last sentence was "your". This is your
paper. And being that this paper belongs to you, we always love to hear from you.
And there is no place in this paper that provides as much of an open forum as the
opinion page. This section of the paper is here to allow all of you to express your
views, whether concerning a small school issue or a nationalpolitical melee. What
we at The Pacifican are asking is that if you have anything on your mind that you
feel like venting, write it out and send it to us. Whether US Mail, e-mail, or just
dropping it off, we'll take a look at it, and more likely than not, publish it. And don't
be afraidif you feel that your view on an issue is slightly controversial. Youmay find
that more people agree with you than you think. And if not, you at least will have a
chance to defend yourself after the attacks come. Which is more than one can say
for a few classroom situations. At any rate, the basic idea is, writeit out! Whatever
you are thinking, we want it. OK, almost anything. A few guidelines apply. Letters
may not be vulgar in word choice or content, and they may not contain material
intended to damage any individual. The purpose of the section is to discuss issues,
not people. Unless, of course, you feel like bashing Rush Limbaugh or Bill Clinton,
then anythinggoes. Letters to the editor may be sent directly to The Pacifican, or
you may e-mail them to me at: jlauboro@uop.cs.uop.edu You may also drop them
off directly at the Pacifican office, on the third floor of Hand Hall. Please include
your Name, address, phone, class (if applicable) anda verifiable signature. Addresses
will not be printed, they are purely used for reference purposes. We reserve the right
to edit them for content and length.
Well, thanks for reading. We at The Pacifi
can are looking forward to hearing from everyone soon.

Walking campus idea is great but where are we expected to park?
While it is strange that President
Students returned to campus this
Atchley is changing the physical layout
fall to find the roadbetween South/West
of the campus so close to his departure,
and Grace Covell blocked. Others were
the move towards a walking campus is
disturbed to find the trees on the Baxter
surely one we need to make.
Way median removed while that street
The question now is planning.
remains closed.
More specifically, the
While these
———————
iack 0f planning. As
changes are sure to
cause grumbling, While it is Strange that far as The Pacifican
they will further President Atchley is changing
President Atchley's
goal to build a walk the physical layout of the fer pian for revising
ing campus, where campus SO close to his the physical layout of
Students can walk to departure, the move towards the campus. This is

'HE'S ffaSSESBEt? g/ cmsri^ coksb*#CTWES»... call- an E^OWUST/

VW CAM we
TEACH these murderous

Extremists utf
<^\

Rftp&cT [SR AMERICA'S
"PRo-upe

^Cspeedtf «
campus is walking
surely
cars.
one we need to make.
Where
All Of Baxter
Way is being torn up
and replaced with a lawn, new trees and
a walking path. The street between
South/West and Grace Covell will soon
be torn up and replaced with a lawn and
path.

will the students park?
Changing roads
and making new paths is certain to be
of interest to many in the campus com
munity. The campus should comment
on future projects before they are
started.
SIGNE
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Auditions for
County Ballet
In keeping with one of Stockton's
longest running traditions, the San
Joaquin County Ballet is preparingonce
again to present its annual holiday pre
sentation of "The Nutcracker Ballet."
Auditions will be held at San Joaquin
Delta College on Saturday and Sunday,
Sept. 17 and 18. The director is looking
for male and female dancers of all ages.
Ballet, jazz or gymnastic experience is
preferred but not required. Performances
will be held Dec. 16-18 in the Atherton
Auditorium. For further information re
garding audition times, call company
manager Jim Walsh at 477-4141 or 4671440.

UOP Drama and
Dance auditions
The Department of Drama and
Dance is seeking UOP students, faculty
and staff interested in music, drama and
dance performance to participatein this
semester's productions. In addition to
onstage andbackstage positionsin short
plays and dance, there are opportunities
for a wide assortment of talents in Pa
cific Revue, a variety show scheduled for
Homecoming weekend. Auditions for
the semester will be held on Sept. 12,13
and 14. The department is offering free
"How to Audition" workshops on Sept.
9 and 10. "If you're unsure, a littlerusty,
or just plain scared, attend the workshop
and let us show you just how easy it can
be!" says Sandra Persels, chairwoman of
the department. The workshops are
open to a limited number of partici
pants. If you wish to reserve a space or if
you would like additional information,
call 946-2116.

Stockton Civic Theatre
presents "You Can't
Take it With You"
Individualism is carried to lunatic
extremes in "You Can't Take It With
You," a classic American comedy about
an unconventional family, opening at
the Stockton Civic Theatre on Sept. 8.
Director Mark Sheasley has assembled a
large cast to play a wacky Manhattan
family whose members do exactly as
they please. Performances are at 7:30
p.m. on Thursdays and at 8 p.m. on Fri
days and Saturdays from Sept. 8 to 24,
with Sunday matinees at 2:30 p.m. on
Sept. 11 and 18.
Reserved seats are $10 for students
on Fridays and Saturdays, and $8 for stu
dents on Thursdays and Sundays. Stu
dent rush tickets (five minutes before
curtain) and group ticket sales are also
available. To make reservations, call the
box office at 473-2424, or in person at
2312 Rose Marie Lane. Office hours are
from 1 to 5 p.m. weekdays and until
curtain time on performance days.

c

Controversial ceramics on
display in Reynolds Gallery
BY KATERINA WELLBORN
Pacifican Staff Writer
In a world where sex, violence and
beauty products are emphasized in the
media every day, artist Johanna Poethig
brings her controversial exhibit, titled
"Fixation and Desire," to the UOP Art
Department's Richard H. Reynolds Art
Gallery.
Most of the ceramics and mixedmedia pieces depict various "beauty
products" centered around the female
anatomy and sex. Thoughnot all of the
pieces were related to this theme, these
were the ones which seemed to evoke
the most response and thought.
The controversy lies in the names
and implications of theseproducts. The
exhibits range in content from "Pusifix
Deodorant Caulk" to several four-letter
beauty products such as "Lick Me Lo
tion," "F — Me Shampoo," "Need Me
Conditioner" and "Muff Magic."
The debates began as soon as visi
tors took a closer look at the works and
read the labels. Bobbie Nelson, an art
minor at UOP, says "she doesn't like the
[exhibit] because it exploits the female
sex...and is in bad taste."
Though opinions ranged from in
stant outrage to laughter, some people
looked for a deeper message or motive
in the artwork.
"I think she is trying to get you to
look at and think about this more criti
cally," says Dr. Merrill Schleier, art his
tory professor. "She is just taking the ad
vertisements we already have a step fur
ther. Our society thinks and was taught
to think that products will give us
power, pleasure or evensex. These 'prod
ucts' just put it more boldly."
Professor Barbara Flaherty agrees,
adding that "The intent is the same even
if the four letter words aren't."
"Fixation and Desire" will be on
display through Sept. 29 in the Reynolds
Gallery.

These aretwo of toe pieces of art that are causing controversy. "Riot Lip-Stick," above, ami "Mincemeat
Hairpie," below. They will be on display in the Reynolds Gallery through Sept. 29.

Photos by Alexandra Garschagen.

Guest cellist, faculty member in special concert
Andrist to play with Rajan Krishnaswami, award-winning cellist
The 1994-95 season of GonserResident Artist
Series begins Friday, September 9, at8

sound and explosive pyrotechnics "
Krishnaswami performs frequently with
many organizations In the Seattle area

X
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award-winningartistwhoplayshisinstrument with a warm, expressive

l?attk>andt»«toWeSymphOTy.2

sonatas for cello and piano with CW
servatory pianist Audrey Andrist, with

whom hecollaborated duringcollege.
. Krishnaswami will later be ac
companied by violinist James Stern.
The evening will end with "trio" by
Morris Ravel.
UOP students and children un
der 12 are admitted free to the perfor
mance. General admission tickets are
available at the door for $3.
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There's still
time to get
moneylor this
semester from

It Is also
Get to know
your campus.
Get In
people's faces.
And get
puHshed.

Whether you're an undergraduate

• No payments while you are in school

or graduate student, Citibank has a

• Low interest rates

student loan to meet your needs.

• Loans for students of all incomes

If you're short on funds this semester, you're

• Monthly payments as low as $50

not alone. During the 30 years we've been

lor

in the student loan business, students have
often told us that they need extra money
during the course of the semester to pay for

Tim
ftcOun.

tuition, books, and other expenses. If this
sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank,
the nation's Number One student loan
lender, to provide you with the best financial
aid products and services with these

• No penalty for early repayment
• You don't have to be a current Citibank
customer to qualify!
The faster you respond, the faster we can
get you the funds you need. Or call us at

1-800-692-8200, ext. 614. Call today,
and we'll get an application out to you the
next business day!

important benefits:

Call 1-800-692-8200
Sendme more information and an application for the following Citibank student loans:
• All Federal Stafford Loans

• Federal PLUS Loan

(for undergraduate and graduate students)

(for parents of dependent students only)

• Citibank Graduate Loans
Field of interest

ADDRESS _

NAME_

TELEPHONE .
CITY

SOCIAL SECURITY «

613 8/94

•:
_ YOU ARE CURRENTLY:

n AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

Mail this coupon to: Citibank (NYS)
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-7085

H A GRADUATE STUDENT

YEAR OF GRADUATION

CITIBANKS
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SNL's r\U
Adam
Sandler rocks in Airheads
Ci I
PAGE 10
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I A N SPELLING
College Press Service
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NEW YORK—"Airheads" is a per
fectly wonderful, silly-goofy end of sum
mer flick, the kind that keeps you laugh
ing, rocking, and spits you out of the
theater with a sore throat and a headache. So what if, the next morning, you
may not even remember the film's
name?
What moviegoers will remember
is that the normally serious Brendan
Eraser, Steven Buscemi and Joe
Mantcgna become, respectively, the lead
singer and bass player for the band The
Lone Rangers and a veteran rock radio
station deejay.
Even better, they'll recall that
Adam Sandler was given a showcase for
his off-beat humor. Sandler, one of the
few bright spots on "Saturday Night
Live" these days, thanks to his Opera
Man, Cajun Man and Canteen Boy char
acters, plays Buscemi's brother Pip, The
I.one Rangers' slightly daft but lovable
drummer.
The film's plot is simple: Desper
ate to get a demo tape of their would-be
classic song played, the trio inadvert
ently takes a radio station hostage. The
more desperate the situation gets, the
funnier the film. Somehow—to a cheer
ing audience's delight—Pip manages.to
get it on with Suzzi (Nina Siemaszko),
the station's deep dish secretary.

I I
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"It was a good time," says Sandler
during an interview at a Manhattan
hotel. "1 didn't know any of the guys
when 1 got there, and all of a sudden it
became a family. Mantegna, Brendan,
Buscemi and (Michael) McKean (the
station's slimy program director),
they're all good friends of mine now. It
was like being in summer camp. It was
also my first big part in a movie, so it
was exciting."
Shooting "Airheads" brought
Sandler back to his high school days,
when he was considering a career in
music. "I was a guitar player and sang
with my (rock) band," says Sandler, who
delivers solid Axl Rose and Eddie Veder
imitations on "SNL." "Every time we'd
be in a situation (in the film) where the
band was set up to play 1 was very ex
cited. But"—he mock mopes—"they
wouldn't turn on our amplifiers. So 1
was kind of frustrated."
Moving on, there's "SNL", which
took a critical beating this past season.
Sandler agrees that "SNL" had "some
good shows and someshows that didn't
click," and argues that staying on top
isn't easy. That much is true: Every few
seasons, "SNL" has needed to regroup,
be revamped and virtuSally start fresh.
When "SNL" returns this fall,
Sandler will be back, as will Chris Farley
(who plays a put-upon cop in "Air
heads") and Michael McKean (who
joined "SNL" late last season, after film

phil
ing "Airheads"). Gone are talented Phil
Hartman, Rob Schneider and Jul a
Sweeney and the one-note Melanie
Hutsell. Sandler hopes the funny-to-notfunny ratio will lean more toward funny,
but knows failure is part of the
"The best part is that you can have a baa
show one week, and you're just dying
for the next Saturday to redeem your
self," he says. "If you stumble it haunts
you because you know it'll be repeats for
the rest of your life. But the next Satur
day, you go on and if it goes well, it erases
that mistake."
Shortly after "SNL" returns,
Sandler's next film, "Lifesavers," will
head into theaters. In it Sandler plays a
guy with a crush on Rita Wilson, who's
involved with Steve Martin. I keep flirt
ing with her," he reveals. ' I m in the
movie just to get Steve a little jealous.
It's got a lot of cool people in it. Juliette
Lewis. Rob Reiner. Garry Shandling.
Madeline Kahn. I'm really getting to
meet and work with a lot of good
people."Not bad for a 27-year-old Brook
lyn-born kid who was raised in New
Hampshire and earned a fine arts degree
from New York University. At 17, Sandler
began performing stand-up comedy.
During the 1990-91 "SNL" season, pro

1

hired &
ducer Lome Michaels
Michaels hired
Sandler as
writer after seeing him at a comedy clu
He got his first screen time in a skit wit
Tom Hanks and Dana Carvey. "I ha
two lines," recalls Sandler. "I got oi
there and said to myself, 'This is it.' M
head was spinning. I was saying, 'Don
faint.' I didn't think I'd faint, but if 1 di
it would have looked pretty stupid,
would've been a famous guy right awa
... the fainting guy."
As if things aren't already goin
just fine for Sandler, he's got a girlfrien
he "loves very much," a comedy albui
selling well and another movie, whic
he co-wrote and will star in, ready t
roll. "Billy Madison" finds him goingt
school from first to 12th grade, tw
weeks in each grade. All in all, Sandlf
has few complaints about the way h
career has evolved. How could he acti
ally? "I guess it's what 1 expected," h
says of success."It hasn't changed thinf
for me. I'm not Marky Mark, wit
people screaming and crying when the
meet me. It's just on occasion. It's somd
one saying, 'Hey, "Saturday Nigl
Live!'" and I go, 'What's up!' That's i
That's how it changed. On occasio;
when I'm in a restaurant someone wi
watch me chew for too long.

CD review: Weezer
CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican Staff Writer

About a month ago, before "Undone-The Sweater Song" was played to death
on MTV and commercial alternative radio, I stumbled across a self-titled album
by some group called Weezer. As1listened to the album's crunchy opening chords,
I knew 1 had to have it. Eschewing the cliches of the empty genre that is gnmge,
the band crafts catchy melodies that dance around honest and insightful lyrics.
From the '60s stylings of "Buddy Holly" ("Woo-ee-oo I look just like Buddy Holly/
Oh-oh and you're Mary Tyler Moore"), to the bittersweet beauty of "Only In
Dreams," Weezer maintains a solid musicianship rarely found in popular music.
Their lyrics acknowledge and embrace their nerdy outcast status, never wallow
ing in self-pity. In the song "In the Garage," lead singer Rivers Cuomo describes
youthfully idolizing and imitating his favorite band, KISS. "I've got an electric
guitar/1 play my stupid songs/1 write these stupid words/ And I love every one."
Whether you identify with their lyrics, or just think their songs rock, there
is something in Weezer for everyone. If you haven't heard the album yet, I will
personally make you a copy so that you, too, can experience Weezer.

Books . . . and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
ATM Cards Welcome
Sak- m<it
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CAKE: Rock, jazz, blues, and even a
little country, at the Blackwater Cafe

"""

IN TIMES LIKE THE?*,

WE SHOULD All
TIGHTEN OUR BEITS.

CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican Staff Writer

By the time Cake took the stage at
the tiny Blackwater Cafe in Stockton last
Friday night, the room had reached ca
pacity and a long line snaked out the
door and into the street.
The stage itself was roughly the size
of a doormat, creating an intimate set
ting where band members stood shoul
der to shoulder with concertgoers.
Lead singer John McCrea had an
easy rapport with the audience, crack
ing jokes and answering questions be
tween songs.
The band's three sets were sepa
rated by 20 minute intermissions, add
ing a friendly, casual atmosphere as the
musicians mingled with the crowd.
Cake's music, a laid-back fusion of
rock, jazz, blues, and even a little coun
try, held something for everyone. De
scribing themselves as "high impact easy
listening," they charmed even the most
skeptical audience members with their
energetic antics. McCrea's loopy lyrics
bounced around the band's punchy
playing on songs like "Is This Love" and
"You Part the Waters," and melted into
the slow, introspective "Haze of Love."
Drummer Todd Roper lent his consis
tent, nuanced style to the rhythm sec
tion while Victor Damiani contributed
funky, infectious basslines. Guitarist

Vince jnfl L*iy- ©WSUSOOT

In this fast-paced, fast-track world,
everyone should buckle their safety
belts and buckle them firmly.
Because you never know when you
might need a little extra security.

YOU COUU) LEARN A UJT FROM A DUMMY "
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELL
Cake created an intimate setting with concertgoers last Friday night at the Blackwater Cafe.

if

©

Greg Brown and trumpet player Vince
diFiore fleshed out the sound with col
orful solos and creative noodling. By the
time Cake got to their much-requested
closing number, "Jolene," everyone was
out of their seats, caught up in the en
ergy.
Cake returns to the Blackwater
Cafe Oct. 1. Get there early if you want
a seat.

Run With The Hunted.
ALTERNATIVE PRESS &
m i l m u s wnjomoiij
including Stockton's own WORMWOOD REVIEW

maxwell s bookmark
2103 paciFic avenue
monday thru S a t u r d a y 9:30 to 6:00, tkursdays nights till 9:00
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• Up to $6/hr (work study or non work study)
• Very Flexible Hours
• Earn Extra Cash For The Holidays
• Gain Valuable Experience To Put on Your Resume
• Get A Refresher On Past Subjects
• Feel Good About Yourself By Helping Others
Immediate openings for all subjects, but especially in math,
business, biology, chemistry, physics, and writing.

Call or Stop By For More Information:

Tutorial Center
Banister Hall 1st Floor

946-2437
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Thursday,
Sept. 8
•

A

A

A

ON CAMPUS
Academic Council meet
ing in McCaffrey Center
Conference Room from 3
p.m. to 5 p.m.
Jurassic Park playing at
McCaffrey Theatre 8
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Stockton Civic Theatre
presents a pultizer prize
comedy, "You Can't Take
It With You." Call 4732400 for ticket info.
Photography exhibition.
Trifocal: Three Fresno
Photographers. The
Haggin Museum. Call
462-4116/462-1566 for
more info.
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Friday,
Sept. 9
ON CAMPUS
Art reception for Gladys
Wong 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UOP Gallery in
McCaffrey Center.
Country star Clay
Walker will perform at
Alex Spanos Center at
7:30 p.m. Tickets are
$10 and $16 at the
University ticket office,
946-2867.
Jurassic Park playing at
McCaffrey Theatre at 8
p.m.
Conservatory concert.
Guest artist Rajan
Krishnaswami, cello.
Faye Spanos Concert
Hall 8 p.m. $3 general
admission, UOP students
& children under 12 free.

OFF CAMPUS
Greek Food Festival. St.
Basil's Greek Orthodox
Church, 920 West March
Lane. 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
$2.478-7564.
Pacific Service Night for
UOP's Women's Volley
ball team at Elkhom
Country Club, $50 per
person. Call Donna
Bruno at 943-5630 for
more details.
Tracy Community The
atre. "Unsung Cole" will
be performed in the Gold
Room of the Tracy Inn.
Call (209) 836-8304 for
more info.

Saturday,
Sept. 10
A

A

A

A

ON CAMPUS
Women's field hockey vs.
California at Brookside
field 1 p.m.
Exhibition volleyball.
UOP women's volleyball
& Alumni, AG Spanos
Center 4 p.m.
Jurassic Park playing at
McCaffrey Center The
atre at 8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Greek Food Festival. St.
Basil's Greek Orthodox
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Church, 920 West March
Lane. 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
$2.478-7564.

Church - 920 West March
Lane. Noon to 9 p.m. $2. mei
478-7564.
M<

Sierra Club Day Hike.
Machado post pile. A
fascinating geological
formation east of Silver
Lake. Contact leader:
Robin Kirk at 547-0721
for dep. specifics.

Rehearsals. Delta Valley
Young Singers & Delta
Valley Women's Chorus.
3 p.m. to 5 p.m. Contact
Kathleen Earl, conductor,
943-7809 for more infor
mation.

San Francisco Sym
phony. Herbert
Blomstedt, conductor.
Tchaikovsky piano con
certo no. 1 Eduardus
Halim, piano. $27.50/
$17.50 at the Concord
Pavilion (510) 676-8742.

cti
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ON CAMPUS
1:3
BCf
ASUOP Senate Meeting nc
in McCaffrey Center
ji c
Conference Room 1 at 9 j>n
p.m.
for
OFF CAMPUS
IV
1C
Barnes & Noble Book
store & Cafe. Burton Jay p
Nadler, Director of Career k
Services at UOP, "How to ke
Get Happily Published".
7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Sunday,
Sept. 11
ON CAMPUS
Women's soccer vs. UC
Irvine, Knoles field at 2
p.m.
Welcoming picnic spon
sored by the AASU/ Black
studies department.
Bomar Commons 2 p.m.
to 7 p.m
Jurassic Park playing at
McCaffrey Center The
atre 8 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS
Greek Food Festival. St.
Basil's Greek Othodox

iea

Monday,
Sept. 12

Tuesday,
Sept. 13
A

A

A

A

ON CAMPUS

?'
HI

Last day to add classes.
Last day for pass/no
credit or letter grade
option.

The Book Store wanti
its 1patient„

EVENTS CALENDAR
)men's

volleyball vs.
i Jose St. AG Spanos
uter 7:30 p.m.
lerican Graffiti is back
McCaffrey Center
>atre 8 p.m.

Wednesday,
Sept. 14
ON CAMPUS
ture: "Rwanda &
itics of Fanaticism in
Post Cold War Era."
y Hewitt, Professor of
^national Studies.
30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
htel Center. Free
ch for UOP students,
others $2 to $3 dona-

PACE 13

HOT
TICKETS
ON SALE NOW
Contact: BASS
a t 952-2277
Aerosmith, Collective
Soul - Oct. 7, Cal Expo
Amphitheatre, Sacra
mento; Oct. 8 Shoreline
Amphitheatre
Tori Amos - Sept. 9,
Sacramento Community
Theatre; Sept. 10,
Zellerbach Auditorium,
UC-Berkeley
Crash Test Dummies Oct. 7, Warfield, S.F.

Imen's soccer vs.
Iwaii at Knoles field
>y |ierican Graffiti is back
^McCaffrey Center
tofeatre 8 p.m.

Thursday,
Sept. 15

ON CAMPUS
piedy at the Hubcap
fe featuring Los Ange
comedian Jackie
ptra in McCaffrey
Pter, 8 p.m.

You don't have to be a rocket scientist to make your air bag work a whole lot better.
Just take out your safety belt, and put it on. It's as simple as one, two. Heck, not even three.

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELT.

Jcato^

p0r more information, call the Airbag & Child Safety Hotline: 800-424-9393 (in the U.S.) or 202-366-0123 (in Washington. D.C.)
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Take it to the streets
by Fran Abbott, Anderson Y Center

Building bridges goes on
Some of us are back. Some of us
are here for the first time. For me this is
year seven. It is hard to believe that so
much has transpired since I arrived, hav
ing no clue as to how things would,
could or should go at UOP and the
Anderson Y Center.
Countless regents, administrators
and program directors have come and
gone. A new university president will be
heading this way. The accreditation
team has come and gone and is on its
way again.
the YMCA of San Joaquin County
i has closedits facilities and suspended its
programs. Anderson Y Center programs
have shifted and expanded in a wave
called National Service. Most impor
tantly, there has been an unprecedented
response to the call to service by UOP
students.
Summer 1994 saw a swirl of activ
ity in and around the AYC. Alumni Erim
and Annette Taser, now local teachers,
led UOP students and volunteers in of
fering Summer Partners In Education,
which provided an incredible learning
experience for over 150 high school and
younger youths from throughout the
county on the UOP campus.
Funding came from the collabora
tive efforts of the Anderson Y Center,
Big Brothers and Big Sisters of San
oaquin, the Y Guide Program, San
oaquin Partners In Prevention, United
Way, the Teichert Foundation, the
1 ROAD Program and scores of offices,
businesses and individuals who caught
the vision of diversity.
National Service became real after
1 spent two weeks in Washington D.C.
reading proposals for the Corporation
for National Service and a week in Cali
fornia reading for the Commission on
Improving Life Through Service.

Join me in welcoming the Volun
teer Center and First Call for Help to the
Anderson Y Center. Almost anything
you can dream up for learning through
service (and earning credit, or money
and/or experience) can happen through
the expanded referral and project ser
vices of the AYC and the Volunteer Cen
ter.
Sharon Chang, Celebrate Diversity
'95 Director and Lori Yarbrough, AYC
Student Board Member, represented
campus Y students from the United
States at the historic 150 year World
Council of the YMCA in London. With
the Y's historic role in the world in build
ing healthy communities, we feel hon
ored to be represented by two extraor
dinary young women. They continue to
offer leadership here at UOP where the
Y has played such a vital role for over a
century.
Sharon and Lori would be happy
to discuss the role of students on cam
puses today and service learning. Please
call either Sharon or Lori at 946-2444
(leave a message) for an appointment or
a presentation
Tutor positions are open now at
the AYC. Pick up your application be
tween noon and 7 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
An information session for stu
dents interested in serving on the Cel
ebrate Diversity '95 Staff will be held at
the AYC on Thursday at 8:30 p.m. Des
sert and beverages will be served.
Work Study positions doing com
munity service are still open through the
AYC and the Volunteer Center.
For more service learning informa
tion check the volunteer job board at
Career Services (across from campus on
Stadium Drive in McConchie Hall) and
check in at the AYC (corner of Knoles
and Pacific, across from Burns Tower).
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JAPANESE

RESTAURANT
SINCE 1970

Authentic Japanese Cuisine
Sushi • Tempura • Teriyaki • Sukiyaki

477-1667
|1101 E.March Lane Suite #M

AUTHENTIC JAPANESE CUISINE

7920-A Lower Sacramento Road
(Faces H a m m e r L a n e )
(209) 952-1912

ASUOP: What is it?
by Camron M. Bailey, ASUOP President

What is ASUOP? What does it do for me? Where is it? Can I get in
student government and programming on campus? These are just a hanc
many questions asked about ASUOP.
ASUOP, the Associated Students of the University of the Pacific, pr
verse opportunities for students in constituent schools, representing the
and concerns of the student body to the faculty and the administrate
develops and provides services and programs which are responsive to th<
students.
ASUOP consists of three major parts. The Senate is the policy makin
appropriates student funds, sets policy, and enacts legislation.
The UPBEAT staff is responsible for the development of social, cull
recreational needs of the student body. Events such as Pacific Boardwalk j
national Spring Festival give students time to learn and have fun during
academic year.
The ASUOP Managers are responsible for managing the services o
Tiger's Grocery, the ASUOP Graphics Department, and the Annex are all
by students.
With all three parts of the ASUOP office we offer our students voice
nance on campus, access to high quality student-run services, and many i
events and programs to complement academic life at Pacific.
The ASUOP office is located on the second floor of the McCaffrey Ce
posite the Summit). The office is where you get the Fall 1994 sticker for yoi
Express card. This sticker gets you into student activities such as footbai
movies, comedy clubs, dances, coffee houses, professional legal services, ai
Here are some of the main attractions this month at ASUOP: Hubc
Comedy Club, Sept. 14, McCaffrey Center; ASUOP Senate Meeting, Mond
12, 8 p.m. The Senate meeting is open to everyone. Come and check it ou
KPAC radio is moving to the Summit! Live broadcasting will begin so
your favorites at lunch.
Visit the Annex loan store to check out the new inventory. Also get1
cleaning done or purchase a balloon for someone special through our ball
vices. You can even have Greek lettering done!
Have a great start to the school year. Remember to take advantage
ASUOP officers and staff and make a difference.
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Freedom

in,

people claim they want to be free,
jvbody insists that freedom is what
-ific, By want the most. They speak about
ing thi
be, J jf it is the most sacred and precious
listratio, ing a man can possess. I see it all as a
e to the
People are terrified to be set
they hold on to their chains. They
' makiiilht anyone who tries to break those
^hese chains are their security.
'al cult mv can anyone expect to be set free, if
dwalk a ey don't really want to be free?
durin;
1 think people resist freedom beuse they're afraid of the unknown,
rvices q lich is ironic. That unknown was once
are all well known. It's where our souls
ong. The only solution is to confront
Is voice ?m.. confront ourselves...with the
I many atest fear imaginable. Expose ourves to our deepest fears. After that

•a harm

'ains.

ffreyQ

happens, fear has no power. Fear of free
dom then shrinks and vanishes.
There are different kinds of free
dom. The most important type of free
dom is to be what you really are. People
trade in their reality for a role. They trade
in their senses for an act. They give up
their ability to feel, and in exchange, put
on a mask. There can't be any large-scale
revolution until there is a personal revo
lution on an individual level. It has to
happen inside first. Someone can take
away a person's political freedom and
that won't hurt him...unless you take
away the freedom to feel. That itself can
destroy a human being.
Teachers, religious leaders—even
friends take over where parents leave off.
They demand that we feel only the feel
ings they want and expect from us.

When others demand that we become
the people they want us to be, they force
us to destroy the person we really are.
It's a subtle crime that most loving par
ents and relatives commit with smiles
on their faces.
Freedom must be found on your
own. Nobody can win it for you. If you
look to somebody else to do it for you,
somebody outside yourself, you're still
depending on others. You're still vulner
able to those repressive, evil, outsides
forces too.
Friends can help each other. A true
friend is someone who lets you have
total freedom to be yourself. Whatever
you happen to be feeling at that mo
ment is fine with them. I believe that's
what real love amounts too—letting a
person be what he really is. In reality,
most people love us for who we pretend
to be. To keep their love, we keep pre
tending, performing. We get to love our
pretense as if we're locked in an image

or an act. The sad thing is people get so
used to their image and they grow at
tached to their masks. They forget about
who they really are.
Most people have no idea what
they are missing. Our society places a
supreme value on control—hiding what
we feel. Our culture mocks primitive
cultures, and prides itself on suppression
of natural instincts and impulses. I think
we should envy those primitive cultures
that love peacefully, in harmony with
the earth, forests and animals. We live
in a sick society, and part of the disease
is not being aware that we are so ill.
A person cannot be set free if they
don't want to be. A person has to be
willing to give up everything, not just
wealth, but also all the lies and masks
that they have been taught to wear. The
person must reject all of society's brain
washing. We have to let go of all that in
order to achieve true freedom.
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We've just developed away to mate
Power Macintosh even more powerful.

Uso gel
ourt
vantaj

(Buy one no\y and we'll throw in all this software to help you power through college.)

Power Macintosh 7100/66 8/250, sl^m^
power Macintosh ?!00/66 8/253
Macintosh Color Display, AppleDesign"
aHh CD-ROM, Apple' Multiple Scan 15 Display,
Keyboard and mouse.
AppteDesign" Keyboard and mouse

Not only is the world's fastest Macintosh' computer available at special low student prices,
but now it includes a student software set available only from Apple. For a limited time, buy
a select Power Macintosh" and you get software that helps you through every aspect of writing
papers, a personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Com
panion to help you tap into on-line research resources. Plus you'll get ClarisWorks, an integrated

package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. Buy a select Power Mac" with
CD-ROM, and you'll also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. It all comes with
Power Macintosh — the computer that grows with you from college to the professional ^
world. And now, with an Apple Computer Loan, it's easier than ever to a -r\r\lo (
own one. It's the power every student needs. The power to be your best.' .njjpiC

through it. '

UNIVERSITY COMPUTERS
in the University Bookstore
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
'7'
-

available only while supplies last. ©1994Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserrtd. Apple, the Apple logo. Macintosh and "tic pouer to beymr best" are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc./ppkDesign, Power Mac and Power Maantosb are trademark of Apple
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What's up Doc?
The Cowell Health Center is
pleased to welcome all students to UOP
for the 1994-95 year. "What's up Doc?"
is a column to provide up-to-date, accu
rate medical information on health is
sues of importance on our campus.
Question boxes can be found in the
lobby of the health center. Students are
encouraged to submit questions by
name or anonymously which will be
answered in The Pacifican.
1 am pleased to announce that the
health center has formed an association
with the San Joaquin General Family
Practice Residency. A third year medical
resident will be seeing students at the
health center each Wednesday. In addi
tion, the visiting physician will assist in
the care of student athletes through the
sports medicine department.
An exciting addition to clinic
hours this year will be two evening clin
ics from 5:30-7:00 p.m. on Mondays and
Wednesdays. Don't forget that the
health center is open 24 hours! Watch
closely for announcements regarding
on-campus HIV testing! The San Joaquin
County Public Health Services, Delta
College and UOP have entered into a
collaborative agreement to provide HIV
antibody testing. Plans are to start the
service in October at the health center.
Exact details will be publicized soon.
Any student who wishes to become in
volved with the Student Health Advi
sory Committee (SHAC) should contact
Carol Roth (946-2315) at the health cen
ter. Watch for announcements of future
SHAC meetings.

b y Bob Calaway
Director of Public Safety
As a student or employee, we all
need to have a positive mental attitude
to excel in what we do.
According to Marian Thomas of
the National Seminar Group, experts
estimate that success is 80 percent atti
tude and 20 percent aptitude. If this is
true, it is easy to see why a positive atti
tude is an important part of success.
A positive mental attitude is im
portant in all areas of our life. It can en
rich our personal life, our relationships
and our career. At work or school, a posi
tive outlook can mean the difference be
tween actually enjoying what we do or
simply tolerating it. It can also mean
more opportunities for advancement,
and a better chance for increasing our
paycheck at some point.
In addition, there are also many
things that can affect our attitudes and
the way we feel about what we do. We
can anticipate and handle problems bet
ter if we are aware of potential problem
areas. One attitude area is our relation
ships with our peers, superiors or people
to whom we provide a service. Another
attitude awareness area is the environ
ment where we work, our job function
or job responsibilities.
Being aware of a potential problem
areas is an important step in developing
a positive mental attitude about our
work and studies.Again a good attitude
each day allows us to excel in our edu
cation and our work.

WIN-WIN
When You
nate
Plasma

•

Plasma is in essential fluid of life and thars la
an on-floino^ieed lor flood qualify plaama.

•

Plasma-based medieinat aava Ihousands of Votl Q 1TTA
l i v e s , s o m e right h e r eIn o u rc o m m u n i t y .
*" U D u V C

•

Jusl a few hours ol your time each month can
help make the difference In someone's life.

•

Miles compensates you each lime you donate.
Depending on how oflen you donate, you can
receive up to $135 a monfhl
Miles is seeking STUDENTS and olhers fo
help share their good health with people in
need. If you're al least 18 years old and meet
our health requirements you can start saving
lives while you earnl

mformnon call:

(200) 465-0284

MILESA

• mxmnmg mj mmng pna *>«

Dining out: The Wok Inn

From the
Chief's Desk

by Dr. Sarah Grimes,
Cowell Health Center

•

-
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BRIAN PAUL MITCHELL

Pacifican Restaurant Reviewer

The Wok Inn is a minute away from
Pacific. It is located in the strip mall
across from Luckys on Pacific Avenue.
I reviewed this restaurant last
Thursday night about 6:15 p.m. and the

place had few customers. My c
ion and I were the only peopl
restaurant.
I had a "Happy Dinner'
consisted of barbecue pork cho
fried garlic chicken, sweet at
pork, barbecue pork fried rice,

became popular Before chac. people improvised using knives, bayonets or a chisel and h
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which cost $6.50. My companj'chicken chow mein, which cost
,ke both shared egg rolls and
wonton soup, which cost $3.85
.95.
Din:'net* ie shrimp wonton soup cwas the
P°rkch% / eating companion saihadever
ie commented that the chicken

;s.s

mow mem did not have enough
chicken. My order was favorable. The
fried garlic chicken was especially tasty.
It isn't the best place to have Chi
nese cuisine in Stockton, but it is con
venient to campus.
The Wok Inn is open Monday
through Saturday 11:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
with dine-in and take-out facilities avail
able. Address: 3202 Pacific Avenue
rnone 466-4108
Phone

' had four elecCr.c washing machines which could be rented by the hour

' ied rice
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Money, majors and more!
by Burton Jay Nadler, Director, Career Services
Each week I will address questions
related to career decision making, aca
demics, nd job search. Through our
weekly exchanges I will deal with topics
in informativeand clever ways (you may
judge whether I achieve this goal). If you
have questions, give me a call at 9462361 or jot down your question and
bring it to the Co-op and Career Center,
2nd Floor McConchie Hall, 235 West
Stadium (just across Pacific Avenue next
to Manor Hall).
What is Career Week? Career Week
is a series of events each fall. This year
the variety of presentations and pro
grams include the Co-op and Intern Fo
rum on Tuesday, September 20, Alumni
Forum on Wednesday, September 21
and the Career Faire on Thursday, Sep
tember 22.
Hearing about internship experi
ences from students and employers,
learning about alumni career experi
ences and meeting with representatives
of various corporate and non-profit or
ganizations are ideal ways to clarify
goals. These events are designed to edu
cate and motivate all students (not just
seniors).
What should seniors do and
when? Register prior to December 1.
Once registered, you will receive up
dated information regarding all job

search and recruiting related activities.
Registration will begin at the Career
Faire, Thursday, September 22 and con
tinue throughout the fall. If you do not
register you may miss important pro
grams and deadlines. Submit a distribu
tion copy of your resume prior to De
cember 1. Career Services will again
compile the annual UOP Resume Col
lection. Pick up a resume writing guide
to get started. Resume critiquing is done
by appointment. A non-targeted, multi
purpose resume is recommended for this
collection, so don't put off writing a re
sume even if you don't have clear job
search goals in mind.
Sign up for the Senior Job Search
Survival Course. This Lifelong Learning
class, which can be taken for credit, will
ensure that you explore options; com
plete resumes, cover letters and informa
tion conversations; and prepare for re
cruiting. It is the best way to prepare for
on-campus recruiting and other job
search efforts. While not mandatory, it
is strongly encouraged for all seniors.
Everyone—freshmen through se
niors—should attend the Alumni Career
Forum, Wednesday, September 21, 7:309 p.m., in Weber Hall. This is a great
opportunity to meet alumni, learn about
careers, and network! Join us for this
exciting kick-off activity.
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TARGET COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/94
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You can help protect our water by using natural
lawn care products, less toxic household cleaners
and by reading used motor oil.
Call 1-800-504-8484 and we'll send you more on
how you can help protect our rivers, lakes and oceans
forever.

when you buy any of these scratch-resistant,
easy-to-clean Rubbermaid products: Clothes
hamper, laundry basket and wastebasket
in varying sizes and colors.

CLEAN WATER.
IF WE ALL DO A LITTLE
WECAND0AL0T.

Style #2803,2838.2987,2986,2965,2973
Limit one coupon per purchase.
1 Reproductions

not accepted.

Cashier: Scan Product,
Then Scan Coupon.
Use Target Coupon Key.
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FOR RENT:
SBR 4BA Across from UOP stadium
garage for S cars not more than 6 adults
lease $1500 MO. Call Jack 477-1234

JOBS:
PART-TIME

JOBS

Avis Rent-a-Car, Stockton Airport,
seeks weekend Service Agent. $5.50/
hour. Contact: Coleen Brown, 5377223.
Regional Youth Services seeks Counse
lor for Residential Treatment Program
for emotionally disturbed youth.
$5.50/hour. Flexible hours. 21 years
old. Good driving record. Nonsmoker. Social Science Major. Contact.
Sheryl Kluznick, 369-3596.
Pacifican seeks Opinion Editor, Copy
Editor, Secretary, and Distributors.
$4,25-5.00/hour. Editorial candidates
need journalism or strong English
background. Work Study Eligible pre
ferred, but not required. Contact Chris
Schultz for Editorial positions and Bill
Stringer for others, 946-2115.
Museum Graphics seeks Assemblers.
20-30 flexible hours/week. $5.50/hour
to start. Contact: 941-4431
Kennedy Veterinarian Clinic in Lodi
seeks Veterinary Assistant. Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday Morningsand/
or afternoons. $5.25/hour or more
depending on experience. Contact:
Dr. Peckham, DVM, 369-0231 or stop
by for application Tuesday or Thurs
day evenings.
24 Hour Nautilus seeks Counselors/
Management Trainees/ Front Desk Re
ceptionists/ Personal Trainers for new
Stockton facility. $5.00/hour plus
commission. Contact Allison Smith,
1-800-766-7444, Ext 3194.
JOP School of Pharmacy seeks Com
puter Network Assistant. Must have
Macintosh, IBM/DOS, Windows,
Aord, and Excel knowledge. Com
puter Science, MIS, or Engineering Maors preferred. Workstudy preferred,
put not required. Contact: Celest
James-Thomas, 946-2561.
)an Mellis Liquor Store at Pershing
ind Country Club seeks Clerk. $5.25/
tour. 15-25 hours/week. Flexible everings and weekends. Contact Gus
dellis, 464-8027.
Jni Globe Travel seeks Sales Consultnt. Contact Frank Penna, 474-1458.

EI Dorado Brewing Company seeks
Dishwashers and Cooks. $4.25 +/hour
depending on experience. Flexible
hours. Contact Kristopher Lund, 948ALESI 948-2537.
Cynthia Flannery seeks Childcare. $6/
hour plus mileage. 2:45-6pm Mon
days, Tuesdays, and Thursdays. Call
948-3393.
Office Depot seeks Stockers. $5.50/
hour. 20hours/week. Flexible hours.
Contact Steven Nichols 952-2582.
For additional information on all
postings...
Visit Career Services, 2nd Floor
McConchie Hall, 235 West Stadium
Drive.
(209) 946-2361 • Fax 946-2760
WORK STUDY JOBS

Computer Science Department seeks
Graders and TA's in Unix Lab. Hours
scheduled by Director. Grade Papers
for faculty and help students in lab.
Contact: Carol at 946-2655 or David
Lundy at 946-3014, or stop by Hand
Hall between 1 and 4:45 pm.
Audio Visual Services seeks Language
Ub Attendant. $4.50/hour. Various
hours available. Contact Dan
Campbell, 946-2489 or stop by WPC
Room 242 for application.
Mathematics Department seeks Office
Assistant. $5.15/hour. Contact Caro
lina Quiroga or Dennis Parker at Class
room Building 106.
Athletic Department seeks Clerical As
sistants. 12-20 hours/week. Contact
Linda Welin, 946-2248.
KUOP Radio Station seeks News, Op
erations, Production, and Marketing
persons. Visit office in Hand Hall to
apply.
KUOP Radio Station seeks Technical
Assistant. $4.75/hour. 10 hours/week,
lick up application in Hand Hall. Con
tact: Scott Merans.
School of Engineering seeks Clerical
Support. $5.00/hour. 5-10 hours/
week. Contact Roxanne Bava, Baun
Hall, 3rd Floor, 946-2152.
School of Engineering seeks Tutor.
$5.00/hour. 2-5 hours/week. Tutor
Mathematics, Engineering and Science
Achievement (MESA) students at local
middle and high schools. Contact
Dionetta Young or Roxanne Bava,
Baun Hall, 3rd Floor, 946-2152.

Chemistry Department seeks Stock
room Assistants. $4.25/hour. 10
hours/week. Contact Jim Santos, 9462605.
Residence Life and Housing seeks Resi
dence Hall Front Desk Workers and
Mail Clerks. $4.25/hour. 4-15 hours/
week. Contact B. Henner, L.Sponaugle
or E. Maynard or pick up application
in 2nd floor Bannister Hall.
For additional information on all
postings...
Visit Career Services, 2nd Floor
McConchie Hall, 235 West Stadium
Drive.
(209) 946-2361 • Fax 946-2760
FULL-TIME
CAREERS OPPORTUNITIES
For complete postings and for job search
coaching regarding resume writing, cover
letters, employer contacts, interviewing,
and self-initiated search techniques, con
tact UOP Career Services

Silverado Broadcasting is looking to fill
Traffic Manager and Business Manger
positions. Contact Jill Azavedo, 6820
Pacific Ave., Stockton 95207, (209)
476-1230, FAX 957-1833.
The Eastridge Group seeks Bilingual
English/Korean Administrative Assis
tant. Contact Victoria Gampos, 311
California St., SF 94109, (415) 6169710, FAX 616-9709.
President, UOP
The University of the Pacific invites ap
plications and nominations for the po
sition of President of the University.
The University seeks to enhance its
reputation as a distinguished compre
hensive private university in Califor
nia characterized by academic pro
grams of the highest quality, taught in
a personalized way by a community of
outstanding teacher-scholars.
Candidates for the position of Presi
dent will be expected to possess:
• A commitment to academic excel
lence.
• The ability to marshal the entire Uni
versity community in the
achievement of its common vision.
• A commitment to private higher
education
• A record of effective upper-level aca
demic administration
• Proven effectiveness in fund raising.
• An earned doctorate.
• A record of outstanding universitylevel teaching and scholarship.
Applications, nominations and inquir
ies should be sent to:
Dr. Lee C. Fennell
Presidential Search Committee
University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95211

Retarded
Community Association for Retarded
has several opportunities including.
Part-time Sales Rep to contact and de
velop relationships with new and ex
isting customers who employ adults
with developmental disabilities; Voca
tional Rehab Coordinator to train and
supervise clients on subcontract to
work for customers in Bay area — BA/
BS in Psych or related field preferred;
and Production Supervisor to assist
with planning and implementing all
production operations. Contact
C.A.R. 525 E. Charleston Rd., Palo Alto
94306, (415) 494-0550 or (415) 9613332

Marchand Marketing seeks Paid Intern
with strong writing, editing, com
puter, database, and on-line research
skills to work oh client projects includ
ing public relations, press releases,
events, feature stories, market re
search, and direct mail. Contact Jim
Murphy 665 Third St., 5th floor, SF
94107, (415) 357-2929, FAX 3572922.
KCRA seeks General Assignment Re
porter. Submit non-returnable 3/4"or
1/2" VHS tape and detailed Resume to:
BB53, News Director, KCRA-TV, 3 Tele
vision Circle, Sacramento 95814.
Circuit City seeks Full-time and parttime Sales Counselors, Customer Ser
vice Reps. Contact local store or send
resume to 9950 Maryland Drive, Rich
mond, VA 23233, (800) 600-6838,
FAX (804) 527-4194.
Watden's Office Products seeks Out
side Sales Representative to market
commercial furniture. Contact Patti
Atterbery, 4933 West Lane, Stockton
95210, (209) 472-2939, FAX 472-

dinator. Contact 645 Harris;
Suite 101, SF 94107, (415) ?
FAX 957-1663.

THE PACIFICAN. office assis
retarial) needed. Mon/Wedl
Thur 1-12, Tue 3-5. Apply at
fican or call 946-2115. Work
ferred.
For additional information ona
Visit Career Services,
McConchie Hall, 235 West
Drive. (209) 946-2361 »Fax
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F O R SAL
Increase The Amount Of Ran
Computer with 1 MB SIMMs.
$25 for 1x9 1MB SIMM 80nj
TIT1ES ARE LIMITED! Call 94!
e-mail vsengsou@uop.cs.uq
Refrigerator, 1 year-old, com
ergy efficient, perfect for doj
tan r\r Rpct Offer. Call 943-2!

9774.

Grubb & Ellis seeks Research Director
to direct commercial real estate re
search department including data col
lection, database management, mar
ket analysis, marketing support for
brokers and managers. Contact
Stephen Ross, Grubb & Ellis, 1646 N.
California Blvd., Suite 555, Walnut
Creek, CA 94596, (510) 939-3500,
FAX 932-0799.
Marion Merrell Dow seeks Pharmaceu
tical Salesperson in Stockton Market.
Prescreened on-campus interviews will
be conducted on September 14 and 15.
Submit or Fax resumes to ChrisJ. Carr
in care of UOP Career Services, 235
West Stadium, Stockton 95204 (209)
946-2361, FAX 946-2760 by Sept. 8.
San Francisco Sales, Multi-national

WANTEP
A BIKE to ride to campus i
Old Schwinn, beach cruiseTlOr
bike preferred. Bonus poifl
ready has a rack on the back,
St
at x2115 or 951-1182,
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FREE COKE
REGULAR COCA-COLA BEVERAGE
20 OZ. BOTTLE
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When it comes to studying, there's something even
hcmifiore important than legible notes : edible food.
US poi
he bad srtunately, Lucky has everything
2.
student body could possibly
f ave. From guilt-free health food
|C D m 'dnight munchies.
josei
S° if dorm food is getting
mge*°u down, or there's just no time
£ > ^ok, try out our
00.91 rv ice deli and bakery. We've
°t all kinds of already cooked
s"

w

lake.

3

iust like mom used to
you're struggling with

7506 PACIFIC AVE. &
3215 PACIFIC AVE. STOCKTON

economics, you'll be glad to know Lucky has everyday
lower prices. Along with thousands of Key Buys that save
you up to 35%. Of course if you're short on cash, you
can always pay with your Visa® MasterCard® or ATM
card and get up to $200 cash back.
And if you've done your homework, you'll know
you can bring in the coupons above and take home three
great study aids for FREE.
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MIAMI - Former University of Mi
ami football player Bryan Fortray is su
ing his former coach and college for the
one thing he says he was promised and
never received - the chance to be top
quarterback for the Hurricanes.
Fortray, 22, says he was promised
by head coach Dennis Erickson that he'd
be the starting quarterback for the 1991
season. But during the fall practice,
Erickson named Gino Torretta to the
role instead. Fortray, who is seeking to
join the NFL as a free agent, is seeking
$10 million from Miami, claiming the
school breached an oral contract and
damaged his chances for an NFL career.
He is suing the university and various
individuals on 29 counts.

According to Fortray, 1991 was
supposed to be his breakthrough season.
But when Torretta was given the start
ing opposition, Fortray's future was
placed into question. He transferred to
Rutgers before the season's opening
game and was forced to sit out the sea
son in compliance with NCAA regula
tions.
Torretta, on the other hand, went
on to win the Heisman Trophy and is
currently in the NFL as a member of the
Minnesota Vikings.
Robert Dickman, Erickson's attor
ney, says the UM coach never promised
Fortray the starting job. The University
of Miami has asked Federal District
Judge Federico Moreno to dismiss
Fortray's lawsuit.

Career Mapper
1994 Hi-Tech Survey compares you to successful
people in 60 job titles. Know your potential fit and
success before spending time and $$ on classes. Call
Jim at Profiles-West 369-3945 Part time on campus
rep. wanted.
.Jim Barnes

Held Hockey - With 22 play
ers reporting for fall camp, Pacific
opened its 1994 season with a 4-2 loss
to Michigan State, at Berkeley on Sat
urday. UOP led early on a goal by
Veronica Lukow, but traded goals with
the Spartans to reach a 2-2 tie at the
half. Wendy DuShane assisted on
Lukow's score, and added a goal of her

own.

Cross Country - First-year
head coach Felida Rowley spent much
of last week training her team in the
mountains of Northern California.
The Tigers' first competition is Sept.
10 at the USF Invitational.
Soccer - Dana Vasquez booted
a game-tying goal into an empty net

Innovative Californian & Italian Cuis

E s T A s I

Curtain Calls^

em

Student Discounts with ID Cord!
Featuring the \I
j
Pioneer Eclipse
Fmest Car Audio ^ PoMr PWTWTOO A 1
Components / * ' »>***!**ii^iir-vbJiKH \Jz /\wqlo
Available: c-JLcinzur QUART ^Infinity
We Have The Best Auto
Security Systems:

Starting From

CLIFFORD

$99

unco

Baretta Model 725

211 E. March Lane, Suite A
Located between Food 4
Less & the Plaza Hotel!

+ Tax

INSTALLED

Baretta

LINCOLN CENTER

FINE DINING ON THE BRICK WA

951-3311

Stereo

Car Audio
Car Security Systems
Cellular Phones & Pagers

<>">473.4709
ppen |y|on,prj ga - 6p & Sat 10a - 2|

on Saturday afternoon to lift|
gers to a season-opening
against Cal State San Bernar
the opening match of the s
Classic in Fullerton, the Tigersa
two goals and an assist from
Overgaag. Pacific meets Cal St
lerton in the final round M
evening. The Tigers seem poi
Improve on their 1993 2-16-2
under new head coach
Coleman.
Water Polo - UOP op
regular season at USC on Fridj
1994Tigers aim to continue the
ning ways that set them amo
nation's top 5 teams last yean
the second ranked Trojans.

Lunch, Dinner, Sunday Brur

369-3945

Bachelor Parties • Bachelorette Parties • Playboy Bunnies
Private Parties Welcome • Stripper Grams™ (Male & Female)
Belly Dancers • Night Club Revues

The Pocifi

TIGER SPORTS UPDATE

Player sues over broken promise
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Up*

S Ianrunq
1

w

Tc
I oninq

F itness

4 Tanning Beds
1 Tanning stand-up
7 Tone America
Imerica Tables
Tat
Stairstepper, Treadmill, Stationary Bike
Not just for women

2303 W. Alpine (2 Blocks West o f U O P Entrance)

20% Student Discount

(With Class Schedule)

Call for Appointment* (209)464-'

a®

5 inch emblem for
refrigerator or file cal
Just $10.00 *36001011

Nova Designs, 2018 Shattuck Ave, Dept. 167, Berkley, CAi
Credit Card users can order by FAX 510-528-S

SPORTS
Water Polo at Southern Cai Tournament,
all day
Cross Country at USP Invitational, 9 a.m.
Football at Minnesota, 7:05 p.m. (CT)

Calendar
PAY, SEPT. 9

& polo at USC 3 p.m.
en's Soccer at St. Mary's 4 pan.
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SATURDAY, SEPT. 10

TUESDAY, SEPT. 13

SUNDAY, SEPT. II

1 p.m.
Women's Volleyball vs. Alumni, Spanos
Center, 4 p.m.

Women's Soccer vs. Irvine, Knoles Field, 2
p.ra.

Pain reliever/Fever reducer
INOICATIONS: For the temporary

™oraches and pains associated with the
jonimon cold, headache, toothache, rws*
nffri
backache, for the minor
rram trs, for the pain of menstrua' anPs, and for reduction of fever.

SUMMER'S OVER.
Thank goodness there's Advil.® Advanced medicine for painT

Pick up your free sample at University Bookstore.
- iy as directed. ©1994 Whitehall-laboratories, Mad

HVfc

** v

MONDAY, SEPT. 12
Tiger Athletic Luncheon, Plaza Hotel,
Noon

IAtF

Women's Soccer vs. Hawaii, Knoles Field,
10 a.m.
Women's volleyball vs. SJ State, Spanos
Center, 7:30 p.m.

Back-to-Scbool Sale
Pro-Logic
Receivers
Model
Yamaha RX-V470
Sony STR-GX808ES
Sony STR-GX909ES

ieg.
$499
700
900

Preamps
Sale
$349.00
569.00
720.00

MiniSystems w / C D
Model
JVC UX-T1
JVC MXC 33
Sony CFD445 (boom-box)
Sony ICF CD803

Sole
$329.00
329.00
219.00
219.00

Cassette
Decks
Model
Yamaha KX-W262
Sony TC-RX606ES
Sony TC-K707ES
Nakamichi Dragon

reg.
$299
380
500
2499

Sale
$199.00
289.00
379.00
1499.00

Equalizers
Model
Yamaha EQ 70
Yamaha EQ 550

reg.
$199
399

Speakers
(pair)

Sale
$169.00
339.00

reg.
$499
1395
2750

Model
Yamaha CX-630
conrad johnson PFl
Nakamichi CA7AII

Sale
$395.00
979.00
1375.00

Stereophile System
• NAD 304 Integrated Amp
• NAD 502 CD Player
• Paradigm Atom Speakers
reg. $847

$750—
"...these new NADs are killer times ten!
Not only do they sound leagues better than
their low- to mid-priced competition,
but they're even cheaper besides.
You cannot do better for the money or even twice the money..."

Model
Paradigm Micro
Yamaha NS-A325
Paradigm Compact
Monitor
Vandersteen Model 1
Klipsch KG 1.2V
Klipsch 2.2
Klipsch 4.2
Klipsch 5.2
Klipsch Quartet
Klipsch Forte II
Klipsch Chorus II
Klipsch LaScalla
Klipsch K-Horn
ADS L1590

reg.
$139
170

Sale
$125.00
119.00

599
(used)
400
450
700
850
1050
1298
1790
1956
4000
(used)

419.00
399.00
289.00
319.00
490.00
590.00
599.00
995.00
1450.00
1350.00
2800.00
1200.00

reg.
$279
429
549

Sale
$179.00
319.00
429.00

Stereophile. April 1994

Subwoofers
Model
Yamaha YST SVV50
Yamaha YSTSW100
Klipsch SW-8
Klipsch SW-10
Klipsch SW-12
Klipsch SYV-15

reg.
$349
449
549
749
999
1499

Safe
$249.00
319.00
399.00
529.00
699.00
1049.00

Model
Yamaha CDX 470
Yamaha CDC 735
Yamaha CDC 835

Model
reg.
Sale
conrad johnson MF200 $1995 $1395.00
conrad johnson MV52
1995
1395.00

plus
telephones • headphones
walkmen • discmen
mini-disc players
micro-cassette recorders
televisions • VCRs

Gluskin's Cameras Audio Video
Under the L in Lincoln Center (Pacific & Ben Holt, 1.5 miles north of campus)
Monday-Friday 9:30-6:00, Saturday 9:30-5:30 • 477-5566
Sale items limited to stock on Imnd. Some units one-only or display models.

M
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continued from page 24
Kicker George Lodato split the up
rights with 13:06 remaining to put the
game on ice, as the Tigers broke their
opening game hex, beating Davis 247.Though the Tigers committed four
fumbles and were unable to control the
clock, they did manage to dictate the
tempo of the game and refused to al
low the Aggies to cross the 50 yard line
most of the second half. The Tigers
forced Davis to punt ten times.
The Tigers travel to perennial Big
10 contenders University of Minnesota
on Saturday, Sept. 10 and will battle the
top-ranked Nebraska ComhuskersSept.
24.

•fic went into half-time tied 7P into the third quarter with
S offense. With 8:32 left in the
frterback Craig Whelihanconfh Kerry Brown for a 76 yard
in He struck again ]ust three
hter from 49 yards out to break
e wide open for the Tigers^
a talent " UOP Head Coach
lelton said. "We all know that
y, he's going to be that kind of
m finished the game with four
iS for 163 yards receiving, while
an completed 17-34 passes for

timer sports recap
GOODMAN

an staff writer
h the fate of the 1994 baseball
id the freedom of O.J. Simpson
to be determined, let's now
summers most prolific mothe world of sports.
. World Cup Soccer action, the
tates played host and advanced
cond round of the tournament
irst time. The U.S. played in>all before being eliminated by
Cup champions Brazil.
Tour de France competition,
Miguel Indurain won an aslg fourth consecutive tour,
maintained control of the yeler's jersey throughout most of
ts stages.

r

le

)0

)0

)0

GjveFjjt'.

Dream Team II won the World
Championships, crushing anyone who
crossed their path. Was there ever a
doubt?
• The Houston Rockets won the
N.B.A. Championship, edging the New
York Knicks in a memorable seven-game
series. Hakeem Olajuwan was named
M.V.P. for the championships, as well as
for the regular season.
• The N.F.L. adopted new rules,
which may limit the role of the placekicker. On all missed field-goal attempts,
the opposition will now take control of
the ball from the point the kick was attempted, not where the ball was
snapped. In addition, the N.F.L. adopted
2-point conversion rule, which should
also prove to limit the place-kicker's re
sponsibilities.

Titers quarterback Craig Whelihan (S) led UOP to a 24-7 victory over UC Davis Saturday.

*

'

Photo by Alexandra Garschagen.

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call1-800-45-TEACH.

The National Standard for Individual Giving and Volunteering:
5 Hours per Week and 5% of Annual Income
to The Causes of Your Choice
(209) 475-6290 • Catering Available
2324 Grand Canal Blvd. #4 • Stockton, CA 95207

Across from the Hilton Entrance

I

PIZZA SPECIAL
r
OFF

ANY LARGE PIZZA

WITH COUPON • ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

1

SUN. THRU THURS. ONLY

$16.99;«

AUTHENTIC

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES • FRESH SALADS • SOUP
DRAFT BEER-WINES

2300 W. Alpine Avenue
(1 Block From 1-5)

462-6668

LARGE 2 TOPPING PIZZA

LARGE FAMILY SALAD • LARGE PITCHER SODA

I

| E X P IR E S 1 2 - 3 1 - 9 4

I

Turn your thesis, term paper
or dissertation into $10,000.

I

$900

We do
Fundraisers
and Softball
Parties

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

- -•

1 in everu
1200 documents
ery 12<
receivess $$10,000.
10A
• Attach $36 to each
submitted document.
• iMaiC zuith a SAST, to
ygl 'Enterprises, Inc.
3208-E> Lee (Blvd.
Lehigh, JL 33971.
TEL (813) 369-0505
FAX (813) 369-4533

Any Subject • Photocopies Accepted
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The Pacifi

GINA VISAYA

P a c i f i c a n s t a f f writer

rv •£%•-, -! •

.4// American Charlotte Johansson had 15 kills and 6 blocks in UOP's win over the Arizona Wildcats.

Photo courtesy of UOP Sports Information Office.

Tigers football squad shows
promise in lopsided victory
GEOFFREY G O O D M A N
Pacifican staff writer
The opening season hex is over.
Now the Tigers football team hopes for
a second straight victory when it trav
els to the University of Minnesota on
Saturday. UOP ended years of frustra
tion last Saturday when they defeated
Division II powerhouse UC Davis 24-7.
UOP boasted the NCAA's 20th
ranked defense in 1993, and this year's
club features perhaps the most experi
enced secondary in the nation.
The crowd of over 10,000 specta
tors watched anxiously to see if their
1 igers would rise to the occasion after
an effective summer of head to head
scrimmages and heavy recruiting.

Five minutes into the opening
quarter, Aggie Quarterback Eric Walcha
connected with Aaron Bennetts from
the ten yard line for the games first
points, giving Davis a 7-0 advantage.
After initially sputtering on of
fense, the Tigers finally got the kinks out
with five minutes to play in the second
quarter. With Davis punting deep in
their own territory, Tiger special team
and defensive back ace Darius Cunnigan
created the first of four consecutive Pa
cific scores. Cunnigan caught the ball at
the Aggie 49-yard line and darted across
the field, following the key blocks that
created the gaps he needed to reach the
end zone.
see football, page 23

If you've ever thought
about making your own
beer, now is your chance.

i t 1

7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17
Stockton, CA 95210
(209) 957-4549
»

FREE CLASSES

After sweeping its first three games,
UOP's nationally ranked women's vol
leyball team squares off against a team
of UOP alums on Saturday before start
ing Big West play on Tuesday against San
Jose State.
Pacific's two wins in their seasonopening tournament last weekend and
a third win on Tuesday against Cal ex
tended Head Coach John Dunning's ca
reer record to 261-57, only seven victo
ries shy of making him the winningest
coach in Pacific volleyball history.
On Tuesday, Dominique BentonBozman showed off her newfound abil
ity to jump serve by putting down a ca
reer-high six aces as UOP topped Cal 156,15-4, 15-12.
"I'm still learning it," BentonBozman told The Record of Stockton.
"I'm trying to get to the point where I
feel like I'm spiking it. I'm not whaling
on it with confidence."
The junior outside hitter also at
tacked from the front and led UOP with
14 kills.
The victory provided additional
momentum for the team after it
kicked off its season at the UOP
Invitational Volleyball Tournament with
victories against nationally ranked Ari
zona on Friday and Pepperdine on Sat
urday.
The most anticipated matchup
took place on Friday, with UOP going
head-to head with Arizona. Pacific was
ranked 7th in the preseason Volleyball
Monthly poll and 9th in the preseason
AVCA poll. Arizona was ranked #14 in
the Volleyball Monthly preseason poll
and #16 in the AVCA poll.
Pacific struggled in the first game,
losing to Arizona 15-3. The second game
started with the Wildcats leaping out to
an early lead of 4-0. Then, the game be
gan to take on a different complexion,
with UOP's Robin Schmitt as the cata
lyst.
With Arizona leading the game 72, outside hitter Schmitt, fresh from a
kill on the last possession to get the
sideout, served the first of five aces for
UOP. Pacific went on a tear, electrifying
the crowd and grabbing the next six
points to gain a lead of 9-7. After that,
the game became much more balanced.
The Tigers won the game by the score
15-13.
Pacific proceeded to play the rest
of the match without any signs of trepi-

Pll

Sep

Strong start for volleyball te
f

LO
446

199

dation whatsoever, winning
and fourth games by scores of ij
15-8, respectively. In the fourt
the team scored the last five poir
ing the ball predominantly to
ique Benton-Bozman and threet
American Charlotte Johansso
dedicated herself to concentra
volleyball in the United States
of returning home to Sweden t)
mer.
Pacific came back to the
Center to face Pepperdine the fo
night. This is a rebuilding year
Waves, a team which features o
upperclassman on its entire rosl
Unlike the night before, Par
able to produce points and fri;
the Waves with a 5-0 run in th

Coach John Dunning's
record of 261-57 leave
only seven victories shyoj
the winningest coach in I
volleyball history.
ing minutes. The Waves called
out — which only proved to be
— as the Tigers really caught fii
won the first game 15-1.
Game 2 looked a little bit
for the Waves. They scored th
three points, and were ahead 6-2
UOP once again came through w
team effort. The Waves mana
score only one more point befoi
cumbing to the Tigers, 15-7.
The spectators were able to
a glimpse at more of the Tigers
third game, with Coach Dunnii
ing to his bench as Pacific won
Particular highlights of the thirr
final game were an ace by Lisa Jo
powerful smash by Carissa Cliffoi
a couple of kills from Desiree Leip
The tandem of Benton-Bozmat
Charlotte Johansson combined
kills alone in the third game. ]
After the 4 p.m. alumni gam
urday at the Spanos Center, UOP
tinues its home stand by hostin
Jose State at 7:30 p.m Tuesday in it
league match.
The team's fourth Service 1
Fund-raiser, a dinner and auctii
scheduled for this Friday, Sept
Elkhorn Country Club. For infc
tion, call Donna Bruno at 943-56

ASUOP GRAPHICS
WELCOMES VOU BACK TO SCHOOL
WITH A 10% DISCOUNT
ON ANY ORDER FOR
FIRST-TIME CUSTOMERS.
WE CAN LAYOUT. DESIGN.& PRINT
YOUR INVITATIONS.
ANNOUNCEMENTS. FLYERS.
POSTERS & BUSINESS CARDS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES.
CONTACT THEASUOP GFIAPHICS
DEPARTMENT AT 946-2233.

^mstockton
AUTQGLASSj

345 North Wilson Way • Stockton. CA 95205 • (209).
7514 Murray Drive • Stockton, CA 95210 • (209)*

